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becoming the center of 
the two green cityrings 
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QUESTIONNAIRE
INDIVIDUAL WORKING ENVIRONMENT

COMPANY GOALS
What are the company’s objectives that 
influence the working environment?

WORKING MODE
Sketch the distribution of your working mode on 
the pie chart. What part of your day does which 
work mode take up?

TEAM-STYLE
How do you work together as a team? Set the 
team style on the coordinate system and the 
controllers.

COMMUNICATION
How do you communicate in a team with each other?

self-sufficient interdependent

spontaneous

scheduled

small teams whole team

frequentlyinfrequently

face-to-face digital

frequency

way of communication

spontaneity

STORAGE SPACE
How much storage space do you need for 
work-related things?

COLLABORATION
Which teams (internal or external companies) 
do you work with mostly?

ATTENDANCE
On average, how many people are in the 
office at what times? On average, how many 
people use one desk?
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TEAM C

TEAM B

office

quantity

team A team B team C

desk

working hours

private

m² m²

m² m²

joint use

confidential archive

quantity

A query of the wishes and 
requirements of the future users 

should lead to an individual 
working environment. The 
questionnaire can also be 

repeated to capture changing 
needs in the team or company.
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minimized use of 
available space 

 

Each room has its own 
booking system in order to 
be able to meet individual 
room needs, but at the same 

time to achieve the most 
efficient use of space. Users 
can access this calendar from 

anywhere and book free 
slots.
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SCIENCE

START-UP CENTRE

KARLSRUHER BUSIN
ESSES IN EXPANSION

Changing spatial 
requirements 

during the transition 
from consolidation 
to expansation of 

the business
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STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF COMMERCIAL AREAS

growth of the business
with about 10 employees

registered offices in 
apartments or small 
commerical estates
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growth of the business 
with more than 10 

employees

difficulties finding suitable
commercial estates
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development 
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biogas

Ettlingen is located in the 
Rhein-Ebene, one of the sunniest 
regions in Germany. It therefore 

makes sense to use the sun's energy 
and convert it into electricity 

through PV systems

Many new products are 
discarded after only a short 

time, even though they are still 
functional. Especially with 
such a short service life, it 

makes sense to reuse 
components of the devices or 

recycle the materials.

1691
hours of sun 

each year
in Ettlingen

In order not to let the thrown 
away food go to waste, it is 

necessary to use the 
biomass. It can be used to 

produce fertilizer and 
biogas, which in turn can be 
used to generate electricity. 
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